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Abstract the first time. To provide adequate confidence for
use in western spacecraft, additional testing in the

Facility acceptability criteria for obtaining United States and Russia has been planned4 .
reliable ground test data for stationary plasma Although test programs for electric thrusters,
thrusters (SPT's) have been developed, such as the gridded ion thruster and arcjet, have
Benchmark analytic criteria have been derived well established criteria for determining the
from the experience of other electric thruster test acceptability of test facilities, the SPT requires a
programs and modified according to the unique new set of test facility acceptability criteria due
physical characteristics of the SPT. Extensive to its unique properties (insulator erosion
testing has been performed at several facilities to characteristics, plume densities, plume ion
verify the applicability of these criteria. Separate energies etc.). For certain facilities, the residual
criteria have been derived for performing thruster gas pressure, mass throughput and size
performance, plume, EMI, and life tests. It has requirements may not be sufficient to adequately
been shown that facility background pressures simulate the space environment for the SPT.
below approixmately 5x10-5 torr are sufficient to The feasibility of obtaining accurate test results
obtain reliable performance data. Background from available vacuum facilities has been
pressures below 1.3xl0-5 torr, for measurements investigated by analysis and experiment.
within 1.2 m of the thruster, and attention to
preventing the return of tank wall sputtered n. Performance
material are sufficient to obtain reliable plume
data. Obtaining reliable EMI data issignificantly A. Mass Entrainment
hampered by testing in metal walled facilities and
in facilities with background pressures above The primary limitation of electric thruster
5x10 -5 torr; however insufficient test data has performance measurements has always been the
been obtained to establish reliable criteria. background pressure of the vacuum facility. As
Sputtered return rates of less than 0.1 A/s and the propellent mass flow rate is increased, the
residual gas background pressures below 5x10 -6  vacuum pumps become unable to properly
torr have been shown to produce reliable life tests manage the large mass throughput; thus a rise in
data. vacuum background pressure results. As the

background pressure of the propellent species
I. Introduction increases, background gas can be entrained by the

thruster and used as propellent. This typically
The SPT is an electromagnetic propulsion results in artificially enhanced performance

device capable of high thrust efficiency operation measurements; because the measured thrust is
(50%) at specific impulses of about 1600 s 1. increased without accounting for the increased
These performance parameters have made this mass flow. Early performance testing of the
thruster attractive for north south station keeping magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) thruster, by
and orbit raising maneuvers 2 . SPTs have been Ducati and Bennett, and the End Hall thruster, by
thoroughly ground tested in Russia test facilities; Kaufman, resulted in unjustified optimism from
and they have an extensive flight heritage in the enhanced thrust measurements due to

Russian spacecraft 3 . Recent political events background gas entrainment 6 .7 , 8 . To be
have made this thruster available in the West for confident in performance measurements,
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experiments must be operated in background m"2 AP
pressures where this gas entrainment effect is th, = mA = 2, 2 (2)
negligible. T)

Background gas entrainment is the result of
the random flux of background gas atoms across A = thruster exit plane area
the exit face of the thruster. Under the conditions
of free molecular flow, this flux can be modeled In Figure 1, the entrained mass flow rate, as a
by the following equation9 . fraction of the injected mass flow rate, is shown

for both the discharge chamber and hollow

I= n. =2 (1) calculated from the open insulator annulus, while
4 n (2xnkT) the hollow cathode exit plane area is calculated

from the cathode orifice. Because typical mass
S= random particle flux across a surface flow measurements uncertainties are on the order
nb = background gas number density of a few percent, insuring that the entrained mass
T = background gas temperature flow rate is less than 3% of the injected mass
m = background gas molecular mass flow rate should produce accurate performance
P = background gas pressure = nkT measurements. To insure that the mass

entrainment effect criteria is met, for both the

The equivalent background entrained gas mass discharge chamber and hollow cathode, the

flow rate (len) is the random thermal flux at the background pressure should be below 5x10-5

thruster exit plane integrated over the thruster tor. This type of analysis has been
exit plane area 10  experimentally verified for ion thrusters and end

exit Hall thrusters, devices very similar to the
SPT 8, 10 , 1 1.
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Figure 1: Ratio of entrained to injected mass flow rate versus facility background pressure, xenon
propellent and background gas

B. Pressure Induced Instabilities discharge oscillations. These background
pressure induced discharge oscillations are to be

The entrained mass flow fraction was differentiated from the natural discharge
believed to linearly increase thruster efficiency oscillations of the SPT by their very large
due to the unaccounted "free" mass flow ratel; amplitude 12 . These discharge oscillations can
however experimental data obtained with the SPT reduce thruster performance significantly and
does not verify this conclusion. Instead, potentially extinguish the discharge (Figure
increases in the facility background pressure, 2) 13 , 14 ,15 . As the background pressure was
beyond a critical level, can lead to very large increased, the onset of these discharge
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oscillations began at from 3x10-5 torr to 8x10-5  electrons). At a constant discharge voltage, this
torr, depending on the thruster age. To obtain would reduce the potential gradient available for
accurate performance measurements, the accelerating ions in the discharge acceleration
background pressure must be low enough to zone and correspondingly reduce the thruster
avoid background pressure induced discharge performance. The relationship between cathode
oscillations, mass flow fraction, facility background pressure,

Experimental evidence indicates that this and thruster performance, indicates that potential
effect may be the result of near cathode gradients in the near cathode region may be very
phenomena. At lower than nominal cathode sensitive to the facility background pressure. If
mass flow fractions, experimental data shows this is the case, discharge oscillations, induced by
that thruster efficiency is very sensitive to the high facility background pressures, may be the
facility background pressure 15 . This effect is result of ionization instabilities in the near
likely the result of cathode starvation resulting in cathode region; however other mechanisms, such
increased potential gradients near the cathode (Le. as ionization instabilities resulting from
the decrease in ionization rate, due to the reduced increased neutral number densities in the
neutral number density, must be compensated discharge chamber, may also be the source of
with a higher electron acceleration voltage to these background pressure induced discharge
produce sufficient discharge neutralization oscillations.
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Figure 2: Thruster efficiency versus facility background pressure; xenon background gas, data from
independent tests at LeRC, JPL and Fakel

m. Plume background pressure must be low enough to
insure that collisions with the background gas are

A. Charge Exchange negligible.
Under the conditions of typical SPT 100

Measurements of important electric thruster plume testing, the dominant collision process is
plume parameters, particularly ion current charge exchange between the plume and
density, can be significantly effected by the background gas species. Resonant charge
presence of high test facility background exchange occurs when a fast moving plume ion
pressures. For plume characterization, accurate "collides" with a slow moving background gas
ion current and ion energy profiles are needed to particle of the same species. The fast moving
determine the effect of the plume on spacecraft ion removes an electron from the slow moving
surfaces. Collisions between plume ions and neutral and continues on as a fast moving neutral
background gas atoms can alter the ion current particle. This reaction is described in Equation 3
and ion energy profiles from their appearance in a where the bold script indicates the high energy
true spacecraft environment. To be confident in particle and the superscript + indicates the ion.
plume characterization data, the test facility
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A++ A A++A (3) a(n IZ)

The mean free path of this reaction is typically= (4)
an order of magnitude shorter than the next most
significant collisional process, momentum nfi = (plume) ion number density
exchange 6 . vz = relative velocity

Charge exchange with the background gas oce = resonant charge exchange cross section
makes the distribution of ions in the plume z = distance downstream of the thruster exit
significantly more diffuse. Slow background
neutrals resulting from charge-exchange reactions Assuming a constant downstream flow velocity
diffuse roughly isentropically from the point of with a strongly peaked energy distribution, it is
the reaction while fast ions become fast neutrals possible to determine the decay in the
with their momentum relatively undisturbed; downstream ion current due to the charge
thus ion current, measured in a vacuum facility, exchange reaction 17 .
is redistributed from the thruster centerline toward
high angles with respect to the thruster axis. = p(- ) (
The effect of the slow ion (charge exchange) = p) (5)
current on measurements can be eliminated with
the use of positively biased probe grids; however Jz = downstream ion current (ion beam flux)
ion current measurements on the thruster J = initial ion current (total beam flux)
centerline will underestimate the energetic
particle flux This expression is plotted in Figure 3 for xenon

The effect of charge exchange on background gas at 300* K. At an ion velocity of
measurements of the energetic particle flux can 200 eV, the xenon charge exchange cross section
be derived from simple arguments of the species is 4.2x10 - 1  cm 2 . Note that the charge
continuity equation. In a steady, one exchange coss secton is very insensitive to
dimensional flow field dominated by the charge exchange cross section s very insenslu e to

energy over the range of typical plume ionexchange reaction, the fast ion continuity energies (4.8x 15 cm2 at 70 eV and 4.
equation takes the following form. cm2 at 270 eV)18 .

cm2 at 270 eV) 18
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Figure 3: Decay of the ion component of the energetic particle flux due to charge exchange with the
background gas, xenon background gas, 200 eV ion energy

The current density of the charge exchange ( J /
slow ions is proportional to the decay in ion J= (6)
beam flux. 4m 2
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For a vacuum background pressure of 1.3x10 -5  such a significant amount of sample
torr and a downstream distance of 1.2 m the contaminaton, test samples must be enclosed in
uniformly distributed charge exchange current collimators for protection from contamination.
density is 0.0025 mA/cm2, assuming a 4.5 A
beam current. Under these environmental IV. Electromagnetic Interference
conditions, a 0.0085 mA/cm 2 ion current density
was measured at an thruster off axis angle of 90°, A. Standing Wave Resonance
and a 0.97 mA/cm2 ion current density was
measured at an thruster off axis angle of 0014 . For the majority of spacecraft components,
To obtain experimental uncertainties better than EMI testing is performed in anchoicly coated
30% at high thruster off axis angles, it is chambers to prevent facility noise. Due to
important to maintain vacuum background significant outgassing levels of typical anechoic
pressures below 1.3x10-5 torr and downstream materials, maintaining sufficiently low facility
distance of less than 1.2 m. Improved background pressures for SPT firing is difficult
experimental accuracy could be obtained at closer EMI data obtained in metallic chambers is
locations; however, for distances approaching the effected by noise from standing wave
thruster diameter, the source approximation for resonance's2 2 . For narrowband emissions, this
current density measurement extrapolation will noise can range from 10 to 50 dB(t V/m),
begin to break down. depending on the emission frequency 23 . This

Some experimental measurements have been noise level can be subtracted from the emission
made of the effect of high background pressures level when the SPT is operating to obtain the
on plume ion current measurements. These true EMI signature of the SPT; however this
measurements were made by injecting nitrogen methodology makes many assumptions about
into the vacuum chamber to increase the emission interactions between the thruster and
background pressure. The results showed that the facility.
ion current distribution became less diffuse as the
background pressure was increased 19 . This result B. Pressure Induced Effects
must be viewed with some skepticism due to the
injection of nitrogen, instead of xenon, into the Higher background pressures, characteristic
vacuum chamber. Plume profiles of electron of anechoicly coated chambers, can induce
density and electron temperature showed discharge oscillations in the thruster that increase
significant increases as the background pressure EMI emission levels. For 300 kHz narrowband
was raised. This indicates that the thruster/plume emissions, the measured emission level in the
interaction was significantly effected; thus more case of induced oscillations can exceed emission
credence should be placed with the theoretical levels measured under nonoscillating conditions
results. The effectiveness of this theoretical by 15 dB(V/m) 2 3 . Pressure induced
approach has been well verified in test data taken oscillations can occur for background pressures
for ion thrusters with beam parameters similar to above 3x10-5 torr (see Chaper I, Section B);
the SPT1 7 . thus care must be taken to maintain the facility

background pressure below this limit during EMI
B. Probe/Collector Contamination testing.

To determine the degradation of various V. Lifetime
spacecraft materials due to the impingement of
the SPT plume, samples of these materials must A. Ambient Gas Molecule Absorption
be exposed to the SPT plume in a vacuum
chamber. Due to the return of material sputtered A significant problem in obtaining accurate
from vacuum chamber walls, these samples can erosion measurements, for thruster lifetime
be contaminated after extended test periods2 0 . determination, is the presence of test facility
This material return effect is described in in residual gases. Residual gas pressures in vacuum
Chapter V, Section B. The deposition rate of facilities (i.e. ambient gas particles in the
material on exposed samples due to direct chamber other than the background propellent
impingement of SPT insulator erosion products species) are typically composed of oxygen,
can be as low as 0.0019 A/s (1 m downstream of nitrogen, argon, water vapor, and various
the thruster) 2 1 . This rate is comparable to the hydrocarbons resulting from the vaporization of
deposition rate of sputtered return material from diffusion and mechanical pump oil. These
the tank walls of typical test chamber. To avoid residual gases can be absorbed on the surfaces of
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critical thruster components to form surface the discharge chamber insulator. An
layers resistant to erosion from ion sputtering, experimental estimate for the erosion flux can be

Surface layer absorption of ambient nitrogen made from the eroded thickness of the insulator at
has been shown to dramatically effect erosion a given time.
rates in ion thruster grids2 4, 2 5 ,2 6 ,2 7 . This
process, called chemioabsorption, occurs when dx Ax
gas atoms are held by comparatively weak, 4, = n, n-n, 7)

covalent bonds. Since the binding energy of the
nitrogen is less than that for metallic grid ns = number density (5.4x10 2 8 m-3 for BN)
material, nitrogen is preferentially sputtered from x = eroded thickness of insulator
the surface; thus the surface erosion rate is t= time
reduced. This erosion rate reduction has been
verified experimentally and modeled accurately by For this analysis, an insulator composition of
theory. The applicability of this data to erosion boron nitride has been assumed. This is an good
rates of the SFT discharge chamber insulator is approximation of the SPT borosil insulator, a
questionable; because the material subject to compound of boron nitride and silicon dioxide.
sputter erosion in the SPT is ceramic. For the outer insulator surface, at 4 mm
Nevertheless, experience with ion thruster grid upstream of the thruster exit plane, the erosion
erosion indicated that a similar phenomena, such depth is 1.0 mm for the first 160 hours of
as the preferential erosion of nitrogen in the thruster life; therefore the erosion flux is

tinml a pc by absorption, maye 9.4x10 19 atoms/m 2/s at approximately 80 hours

To estimate if surface layer formation of thruster life2 1 . This estimated flux is within

effected sputtering erosion, flux ratio criteria have 15% of estimates made directly from insulator

been used24 . This criteria requires that the ion sputtered flux given the local current density, ion

beam flux incident to the surface be much greater energy, and incident ion angle 1. Between 3237

than the surface arrival particle flux from the hours and 4000 hours of thruster life, the erosion

residual gases. A more accurate, but similar, depth increases from 6.2 mm to 7.0 mm;

criteria comparing the absorption flux of residual therefore the erosion flux is 1.6x101 9

nitrogen with the desorption flux from the atoms/m2 /s at approximately 3619 hours of
insulator. For absorbed nitrogen replacement of thruster life21. This erosion rate decrease over
preferentially sputtered material, the desorption life is due to chamfering of the insulator,
flux will be equal to the sputtering flux of resulting in decreased sputtering rates due to the
nitrogen. The absorption flux of nitrogen will higher ion incident angles with the surface
be equal to the random flux of particles to the normal.
surface (see Equation 1) multiplied by a sticking The resulting comparison of the nitrogen
coefficient. For the effect of residual gas absorption and desorption flux is shown in
pressures on erosion rates to be safely neglected, Figure 4. To neglect the effect of absorbed
the desorption flux of nitrogen should be much nitrogen on the erosion process, the absorption
greater than the absorption flux. flux of nitrogen should be much lower than the

The absorption flux of nitrogen is assumed desorption flux. For the case of an 80 hour
to be the same at all points along the insulator lifetime thruster, the nitrogen partial pressure
surface due to the nearly uniform presence of must be maintained below 2.5x10 -6 tonr for the
residual background gas. It follows that the absorption/desorption flux ratio to be less than
residual particle flux to the surface can also be 0.1. To fulfill the same criteria in a 3619 hour
determined by Equation 1 if P is replaced by the life time thruster, the nitrogen partial pressure
partial pressure of the residual gas and m is must be maintained below 4.3x10-7 torr. Note
replaced by the molecular mass of the residual nitrogen partial pressure criteria will become
gas. Sticking coefficients vary with the total much more restrictive in regions where the
coverage of the surface and with the chemical -insulator sputtering rate is much less, such as the
interaction of interest; however, for a clean regions 10 mm or more upstream of the thruster
surface, this coefficient is close to 1 for boron exit plane; however this area is not of concern to
nitride and nitrogen. Since this produces a thruster lifetime due to relatively low local
conservative absorption flux estimate, a sticking erosion rates.
coefficient of 1 shall be used in this analysis.

Determination of the nitrogen desorption rate
from the sputtering rate of the insulator can be
determined from experimental erosion profiles of
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Figure 4: Ratio of nitrogen absorption/desorption flux versus vacuum chamber nitrogen partial pressure,
desorption flux calculated for SPT at lifetimes of 80 and 3619 hours

Although theoretical predictions indicate the residual gas partial pressures reached xl10 -5 torr,
potential to effect thruster erosion rates at the measured insulator erosion rate actually
relatively low residual gas pressures, increased. For certain dielectric's, the presence of
experimental data indicates that residual pressures specific reactive background gases has been
of oxygen and nitrogen have a negligible effect shown to enhance sputtering erosion rates; thus
on insulator erosion rates for partial pressures this may be the cause of enhanced erosion rates
below 5x10-6 torr2 6 . The only significant effect for the SPT insulator 16 .
on erosion rates occurred at high residual partial
pressures of oxygen (Figure 5). When the
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Figure 5: Measured erosion rate versus residual gas partial pressure; for partial pressures of air, oxygen and
nitrogen
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B. Return of Sputtered Material Note, to remove the sputtering rate coefficient
from the integral in Equation 8, the angle 0

During long term firing tests of high energy variation over the disc must be small. For a
thrusters, such as the ion thruster and SPT, narrow circular ring perpendicular to the thrust
exposed thruster surfaces can become axis, where 4 - constant, Equation 8 takes the
contaminated with tank wall material deposition. following form.
The deposition is the result of high energy plume
ions (>50 eV) sputtering tank wall surfaces 17 . If 86 = -iH (10)
this material is allowed to build up on vulnerable a
surfaces, such as the discharge chamber insulator
and cathode ignitor, performance of the thruster Hi = H(Di)- H(Di) (11)
could be significantly degraded. To estimate the
extent of this effect, theoretical modeling and Where D2i and Dli are the outer and inner
experimental measurements have been performed diameter of the ring, respectively; and the integral
to compare the rate of sputter returned material in Equation 9 is analytically described by the
deposition to the erosion/redepositing rates of the following expression 29.
SPT.

IL - 1(d+D + L2

(12)

r 0 II I -dD 2+1 +d - - i D2i D -[2-)
4- 2 - o

S---Ij -- L= tank length
II D= tank diameter

d = trust diameter
Figure 6: Diagram of tank wall sputtering thruster diameter

Note that this expression is similar to a
A theoretical sputter return model has been cylindrical ring coaxial to the thrust axis.

constructed for a cylindrical facility. The
geometric description of this facility is given in
Figure 6. The average rate of sputtered return Hi = H(L2 )- H(Li) (13)
material build up on the thruster surface
perpendicular to the thrust axis is described by Where L2j and Llj are the near and far axial
the following expression, lengths to the ring edges, respectively; and H is

calculated according to Equation 12. If the
5 = J1f Cos O a os( thruster diameter is small compared to the tank

~ A r2 ( length and tank diameter, Equation 12 takes the
following form.

a = thruster surface area
A = tank interior surface area D/l2

= local sputtering rate H i 1 (14)
r = distance between tank wall and thruster a + )
a = thruster surface normal angle with r
B = tank wall surface normal angle with rSThe sputtering rate of the tank wall material

This expression can be reduced to an analytic can be determined from the following expression.

form for a circular disc perpendicular to the
thruster axis, using a known expression for the 4 = Spjcosfl (15)
following integral.

j = current density from thruster
H = cos acos da (9) Sp = volumetric sputtering yield

aA
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Given a reference current density profile at a (AE+ B)
specified ro, local current density can be SP = cos [<60 (17)
calculated by a point source approximation.

2 (16) (AE+ B)(90j 60 (18)
r

Note the thruster has been assumed to be a point E = ion energy
source, an assumption valid in a collisionless B = ear fit coefficients
environment for r >> d. The reference current Ion energy can be calculated from a fit to
density, jo, is determined from a fit to experimental data. By summing the sputtered
experimental data 20 . The volumetric sputtering material contributions from all the rings, the net
yield for metallic substances can be determined deposition rate can be calculated.
from experimental data by the following
expression. (19)

2 ..8= L8ID=
0.

6a

0.018 ** 9

2.

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

Chamber Length (m)

Figure 7: Theoretical sputtered return material deposition rates versus chamber length and chamber length to
diameter ratio, stainless steel walls

Deposition rates, calculated from equation dependence, larger facility sizes rapidly decrease
19, are shown versus chamber length in Figure the sputtered return rate to the thruster.
7. Figure 7 is parameterized by L/D, the ratio of The dependence of the sputtered return
chamber length to diameter ratio. Sputtering material deposition rate on L/D is shown in
yields have been calculated for stainless steel Figure 8. The net effect of the baffle has been
walls. Note that the L/D ratio does not assumed to be 1/5 the rate of an unbaffled target
dramatically effect the sputtered return material This effect includes the reduction in sputter yield
deposition rate. For a constant L/D, the due to the very high incident angles of the plume
deposition rate has the following dependence. ions with respect to the baffle surface normal,

and the reduction in view factor from material
8 V2y (20) sputtered off the baffle surfaces. Note the target

L contributes comparatively more to the sputtered
return material deposition rate as the L/D ratio is

Because Equation 14 is independent of length for decreased. This contribution can be decreased by
a constant I/D; the dependence of the deposition a target baffle, effectively shifting the optimal
rate on L is determined only by the decaying L/D ratio from 2.2 to 12.
current density (Equation 16). As a result of this

9
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Figure 8: Theoretical sputtered material return deposition rates versus the chamber length to diameter ratio;contributions from the cylindrical tank wall, and the tank end disc (target) with and without sputter
reduction baffles

The results of this theoretical analysis are VI. Conclusion
well verified by experimental data from JPL and
Front Range Research (FRR) (Table 1)14 ,2 8 . Facility acceptability criteria for obtaining

reliable ground test data for stationary plasma
Facility Measurement Theory thrusters (SPT's) have been developed.
JPL 0.001 As 0.0023 A/s Benchmark analytic criteria have been derived

FRR 0.02 A/s 0.044 As from the experience of other electric thruster test
programs and modified according to the unique
physical characteristics of the SPT. ExtensiveTable 1: Comparison on sputtered material return physical charactetics of the SPT. Extensive
testing has been performed at several facilities to

deposition rate measurements and theory. verify the applicability of these criteria. Separate
criteria have been derived for performing thruster

Deviations between experiment andofthe t performance, plume, EMI, and life tests. It hasprimarily be attributed to: the effect of the target been shown that facility background pressures
been shown that facility background pressureson sputtered material return, placement of 5

deposition sample collectors in restricted view below approixmaely 5x10 -5 torr are sufficient to

fields, inaccuracies in expressions for the obtain reliable performance data. Background

volumetric sputtering rates, and the experimental pressures below 1.3x10-5 torr, for measurements
uncertainty in plume current density and energy within 1.2 m of the thruster, and attention to
data. For these facilities to provide accurate life preventing the return of tank wall sputtered

test data, the sputtered return material deposition material are sufficient to obtain reliable plume
rate should be much less than other characteristic data. Obtaining reliable EMI data issignificantly
erosion/deposition rates in the thruster. The hampered by testing in metal walled facilities and

insulator erosion rate is typically between 5 A/s in facilities with background pressures above

and 30 A/s 2 8 . A more restrictive rate is the 5x10 -5 torr; however insufficient test data has
redeposition rate of eroded insulator material been obtained to establish reliable criteria.
upstream of the erosion zone. Redeposition rates Sputtered return rates of less than 0.1 A/s and

are typically 1 A/s in this region 2 8 ; thus residual gas background pressures below 5x10 -6

sputtered return material deposition rates should ton have been shown to produce reliable life tests
be below about 0.1 A/s to neglect this facility data. In general, test facilities currently operating
effect. SPTs in the United States and Russia satisfy the

relevant test acceptability criteria. This is also
justified by Russian flight test data indicating no
major deviations with ground test data.
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